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Dear editor,
Regarding the reviewers’ comments required changes are performed and revised manuscript is uploaded. The changes made are as follows:

- On page 2, in the conclusion of abstract “as” is replaced by “since”.
- On page 2, in the Background part, literature (1,5) was corrected as (1-5).
- On page 2, in the last paragraph of background “to our emergency department” phrase was added to clarify that all of the patients were treated in our clinic.
- On page 3, in Case 1, “control blood cell count” was corrected as “complete blood cell count”
- On page 3, in Case 2, at the end of the paragraph “control CT” was corrected as “follow up CT”
- On page 4, predisposing factors and common presenting symptoms were added to the first paragraph of the discussion with the light of the literatures suggested by the reviewers.
- Three additional literatures were added to the references.

I hope these changes would fulfill your requests.
Best regards.
Selin Kapan MD